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SUMMARY 

The Center of Nuclear Medicine of Guanabara (CMNG), established in the city of Rio de 
Janeiro, is a private company who acts for more than 30 years in the area of images and 
nuclear medicine diagnosis using radioactive tracers for examinations initially “in vivo” and 
treatment of the hyperthyroid and thyroid cancer, and later extending its area of activities 
using equipment producing ionizing or non-ionizing radiation. The CMNG has installed and 
operated the first computerized tomography in the city of Rio de Janeiro by the year 70, and 
now also implementing its activities by operating a PET-CT (positron emission tomography). 

In the City of Rio de Janeiro, from the headquarter, the CMNG manages several offices 
localized in important points of the City. At the present time the CMNG works with 
sophisticated equipments as tomography’s, mammography’s, densitometers, X-Ray and 
fluoroscopy. The CMNG’s PET equipment is connected to a computerized multislice 
tomography that use the integration of anatomical information provided by the CT scan with 
the metabolic ones allows to the accomplishment of the two methods sequentially supplied by 
the PET, increasing the certainty in the localization of the results found in the examinations. 
In such a way it improves significantly the accuracy, the sensitivity of the negative predictive 
value of both the methods separately. Still in the medical diagnosis for images, but without 
the use of ionizing radiations, the CMNG operates diverses devices as ultrasound and nuclear 
magnetic resonance. To operate all the systems the CMNG has equipped with multi discipline 
of professionals, being included doctors, pharmacists’, biologists, biomedical, engineers, and 
specialists in computer science, quality control and staff of technical level properly trained for 
support tasks.  

The purpose to present this paper is to attend the call for papers contained in the 
institutional objective of the IRPA 12 Congress for exchange of experience and as a private 
institution, to discuss procedures and operational techniques for diagnosis and treatment, 
aiming, besides to give an idea about the technological advances in the field of the Nuclear 
Medicine  also to discuss  the procedures of radiation safety adopted by the Center of Nuclear 
Medicine of the Guanabara, in compliance with the requisites of the norms of the two 
Brazilian Regulatory Authorities, National Commission of Nuclear Energy - CNEN and  the 
Brazilian National Health Vigilance Agency - ANVISA 
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